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CHOOSE YOUR IMPACT
BUY THIS

- Powerful pneumatic impact wrench, ideal for heavy-duty
applications
- 1,475 ft-lbs of max torque
- Included 6” extended anvil provides reach and accessibility
- 360° swivel inlet prevents hose kinks
- Average air consumption: 11CFM
- Average air consumption at load: 46CFM
- Air inlet NPTF: 1/2”
- Impacts per minute: 700

285B-6

GET THESE

33MM DEEP IMPACT SOCKET

MAX POWER: 1350ft-lb maximum reverse torque from a tool
that weighs just 7.4lbs and is compact enough to access tight
spaces

CLASSIC, RELIABLE DESIGN: The 231C has set the
standard for over 30 years, making it one of the most popular
impact wrenches in the world

MAX DURABILITY: Built to last and designed to withstand
tough use in rugged environments; a two-year limited warranty
is standard

SHEER POWER: Twin-hammer impact mechanism delivers
660ft-lbs of maximum torque with smooth, balanced drive

MAX PRODUCTIVITY: An air motor that’s 16% more efficient
than its predecessor and an easy-to-clean inlet screen means
less downtime, better tool performance, and less money spent
on compressed air
- Easier access to grease fitting - for quicker maintenance
and less downtime
- Steel hammer case designed to be strong and durable
- Enhanced socket retention
- 7-vane motor delivers added power with less weight
- Finely tuned twin hammer impact mechanism and
motor deliver more torque,
durability, and efficiency
- Feather-touch trigger
provides maximum
control of this air
impact wrench
- Patented one-hand
forward / reverse control
for easy operation
- Optimized air flow for maximized
performance when using this
pneumatic impact wrench

231C

GET THIS

AIR TOOL LUBE

IR-285B-6-PROMO

$529.

- 16 fl. oz. bottle
- Provides lubrication and
prolongs tool life
- Improves tool performance
- Formulated for use with in-line oilers
- Protects internal tool parts
- Ensures maximum tool performance
- Prevents unnecessary maintenance

99

ea

IR-2145QIMAX-PROMO

CLEARFIELD
800-627-9095
MILTON i8
833-952-2197

CARLISLE
HEADQUARTERS
800-828-6878

16-ATL

ea

16-ATL

16-ATL

- 16 fl. oz. bottle
- Provides lubrication and
prolongs tool life
- Improves tool performance
- Formulated for use with in-line oilers
- Protects internal tool parts
- Ensures maximum tool performance
- Prevents unnecessary maintenance

99

BEDFORD
800-705-7273
MILTON
800-643-1284

EASY MAINTENANCE: Ergonomic 2-piece design is easy to
operate and maintain

Specifications
- Weight: 5.8lbs
- Air inlet NPTF: 1/4:
- Min. hose size: 3/8”
- Max. Torque in Reverse: 600ft-lb
- Working Torque Range: 25-350ft-lb
- Average air consumption: 4.2cfm
- Air consumption at load: 22cfm

AIR TOOL LUBE

$599.

LONGER TOOL LIFE: Arrives fully lubricated and its
pressure-fed lubrication system automatically greases the
impact mechanism resulting in a more durable impact wrench
mechanism

- Adjustable power regulator
- Contoured handle for comfort and control

GET THIS

AIR TOOL LUBE

- 16 fl. oz. bottle
- Provides lubrication and
prolongs tool life
- Improves tool performance
- Formulated for use with in-line oilers
- Protects internal tool parts
- Ensures maximum tool performance
- Prevents unnecessary maintenance

ALLENTOWN
877-296-4555
JOHNSTOWN
800-326-8994

BUY THIS

3/4” IMPACT WRENCH 1/2” IMPACT WRENCH

X
2145QIMA

J10033ML

- 1” drive with a side locking hole
- Stamped size for easy reference
- TorquePlus™ design is a high performance
drive configuration which allows for quick
and easy socket engagement to the
fastener flats, not the corners
- TorquePlus™ also shifts
contact area and stress
away from the fastener
corners and distributes it
over a large area of the socket

WRENCH

BUY THIS

1” IMPACT WRENCH

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

$ 134.

99

ea

IR-231C-PROMO

EPHRATA
800-732-0019
NOTTINGHAM
800-364-6995

HAGERSTOWN
800-864-8164
UNIONTOWN
888-960-4793

HARRISBURG
855-265-4160
YORK
877-792-1815

